
The four personas:Clean 
hands dance

Learning outcome
Active – Test children on their knowledge about hand washing, using dance and personas as 
prompts that will encourage them to think about the hand washing steps (1 soap, 2 water, 
3 drying). This will ensure that they do not forget the steps as well as understanding the 
importance of hand washing such as why germs should be washed away.

The aim is to use the idea of gymnastics to create moves/shapes to represent germs, 
soap, water and drying. In this activity they will be known as personas.

Perfect forKS1+ks2

Duration (30 Minutes) - Instructions
Each child will become a shape associated with the persona. For example, bubbles are 
associated with the persona soap. Bubbles are round; therefore each child assigned to 
that persona will turn into a circular shape. 

To make things more difficult, we can start to add movement. This time you can ask 
them to perform an action associated with the persona. For example, bubbles float 
very softly through the air, therefore you can tell them to act like a bubble and show 
them how to float by twirling slowly.

Step 1. Tell the class about the four personas. Describe the role of each one, explain 
how they relate to hand washing.

Step 2. Pick a persona that you would like the class to be and choose whether you 
would like them to act or create a shape. If this is the first persona for this activity 
it is best to tell them to create a shape first as this allows the children to familiarise 
themselves with the persona, what is it and what it looks like.
However, later on throughout the activity you can mix it up and switch between 
shapes and actions.
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Verbal Instructions
Teacher – Let’s remind ourselves about hand washing. Who can tell me the 3 steps?

We have applying soap, washing our hands with water and then drying our hands. We do all these 
steps to get rid of those nasty germs. 

Today we are going to become a germ, water, soap or a towel/dryer.

Let’s start with Soap, what is the soap’s role? Soap makes the germs slippery so when we come to 
wash our hands with water, the germs slide off. What shape is soap? Soap comes in all different 
shapes but soap creates bubbles.

What shape is a bubble? Bubbles are round. Let’s makes a circle with our arms -(shape). Now let’s 
curl up into a ball to turn ourselves into a sphere -(shape).

What do bubbles do? How do they move? Bubbles float quite slowly in the air.  Let’s make a circle 
with our arms and slowly twirl to float like a bubble -(action).

How else can we represent a bubble? Bubbles also pop! Let’s hold hands to create one big circle, 
and then we will all move into the centre. As we move out we will let go of each other’s hands to 
create the pop -(action).

Step 3. Once the children are familiar with the shapes/actions, ask them to copy 
your movements. You can also allow them to give you suggestions, which can then be 
imitated by the rest of the class.

Step 4.  Repeat the exercise by getting them to perform the action if you had started 
with the shape. Otherwise you can choose if you would like them to perform another 
action related to the persona.
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